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TMT TECHNOLOGY ELITE AWARD
Qsys Infinity - 2016’s Technology Elite selected by TMT News

TMT performed extensive research throughout the UK technology sector 
and found that Qsys are one of the top suppliers of Targeted ERP systems 
to a wide range of clients and have consistently shown innovation with their 
bespoke software products.

WHAT OUR USERS SAY

John Marsden
Bernhard’s Nurseries, Trade & Retail

“We have now been using Qsys for the past 3 years and 
were particularly impressed with the changeover from our 
outgoing solution to the integrated Qsys Infinity approach. 
All our data was transferred whilst maintaining common 
codes and methods but streamlining the whole approach 
to growing and selling on. We no longer waste labels 
for the sake of small quantities and we have integration 
between our availability lists and our website. We continue 
to adopt each module of Qsys Infinity and look forward to 
further efficiencies as they come along.”

A medium duty multiuser with additional remote 
sales sites, integrated Web Site and mobile data 
capture. 

www.bernhardsnurseries.co.uk

Irene Gwilliam
Heathwood Nurseries, Trade & Retail

“We have maintained a working relationship with Qsys for 
over 18 years now. Having lived through many incarnations 
of the product from dos to windows etc, we have always 
found Qsys to be professional and supportive in their 
approach to our individual needs.”

A light duty multiuser with multipurpose accounting 
supporting a multipurpose business.

www.heathwood.co.uk 

David Lodge
Bridge Nursery Essex, Commercial Grower

“For many years almost every aspect of running Bridge Nursery has been dependent on an increasingly complex 
series of databases, spreadsheets and third party labelling programs. After many years of unsuccessful hunting for a 
professional solution that could meet our needs, I came across Qsys Infinity which seemed to be exactly what we were 
looking for. Over the past four years we have engaged Qsys in providing bespoke tools to accommodate areas specific 
to us. I can recommend Qsys Infinity as an excellent choice and we have not looked back since. I have always been 
impressed with the level of support only being a phone call away.”

A heavy duty multiuser site with synchronised web services and mobile data capture user.

www.bridgenursery.co.uk

CV MAGAZINE TECH OF THE YEAR AWARD
Qsys Infinity - 2017’s Most Innovative Tech Firm

An award to identify and showcase a handful of the most talented, forward-thinking and hard-working individuals 
the technology industry has to offer, and commend them for their efforts over recent months in terms of technology 
innovation, stellar customer service, and industry shaping products and services. 

CV MAGAZINE BEST IN BUSINESS
Qsys Infinity - Excellence Award in Computer & Network Security

The UK Best in Business Awards look to highlight and celebrate a select handful of businesses across the country who 
have gone above and beyond to stand out from the crowd and achieve excellence within their respective field. 
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BUYING OPTIONS

AIR CONNECT CLOUD CONNECT CONNECT DX DX PRO RETAIL CONNECT
Mobile Data Services Web Service Integration Small Nurseries Commercial Growers Garden Centers & Retailers

RX TRADE
Trade Counter Anywhere

TAG X-PRESS
Product Tag & Labelling

Qsys Infinity is a modular system, which means you can opt in or 
out of modules, to enable clients to pay for only the software that is 
essential for each user on a network. Too many choices can make life 
complicated, and by choosing only the modules you need, your budget 
is easier to control too.

To help bring a sense of proportion and make life easier, Qsys now 
offers complete predefined solutions:  Qsys Infinity DX & DX pro for 
small to medium growers, RX for retailers or trade counter/cash & 
carry, CX for cloud/website integration and AX, our Android Air Connect 
solution.

Finance Options
In many cases we can offer 0% finance for upto 3 years subject to 
status. Terms & Conditions apply.

All prices quoted in this publication exclude VAT.



Qsys Air Connect AX Server 
Qsys Air Connect (Qsys AX) is a software service that provides secure remote connections 
to your localised data from a mobile or remote devices such as an Android phone. 

Qsys AX reacts to requests for information or commands from a remote device to provide information on 
stock levels, or to perform an operation on your data back in the office such as stock level adjustments, or to 
create availability lists etc. Communication between your Android Mobile Computing Device (mobile phone) 
or a remote desktop program (such as an Epos or Website) is handled by this service either via a widespread 
local Wi-Fi service or by using a direct connection via mobile broadband services (2G, 3G or 4G). Thus it is 
possible to scan a barcode on a plant or batch of plants anywhere in the nursery and then perform a variety of 
lookups or a wide variety of actions. It can also be used to centrally control prices on an Epos from a remote 
location. Say you have 20 stores and you wish to have all stores selling items at a set current price, Qsys AX 
is the service that can fulfil those needs. Delivery tracking, potting up tracking, product availability etc on a 
mobile device, can all be enabled using Qsys AX. 

Qsys AX Air Connect (Server Only) from £899
Price variable upon services to be utilised & number of concurrent connections to be supported.
Bespoke services can be added on an ad-hoc cost basis. 

Optional Android Air Connect (as low as £199 per device)
Qsys provides apps to run any of the various services such as stock taking, sales queue busting, self-
checkout, Product availability builder, Sow Tracker, Cutting Tracker, Transplant Tracker, Potting Up Tracker 
etc etc. 
(POA PER SERVICE)

All Base services: POA

All Android devices are 
licensed per device per 
service

All prices exclude vat, 
delivery & installation.

AIR CONNECT
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CLOUD CONNECT
Qsys Cloud Connect CX
Cloud marketing & cloud based sales integration services.

Qsys Cloud Connect (Qsys CX) provides data synchronisation services with your Qsys website. Essentially 
when you have an online presence you will need to feed data such as plant availability lists to your site so  
your clients will be able to order online against your current list of available plants. Qsys CX achieves this 
seamlessly and provides fast and efficient updating of stock levels both to and from your web server.

This might all sound too good to be true - well yes it would be if you didn’t use Qsys to create and host your 
website. Qsys can design and manage your online presence and you can use Qsys CX to ensure your site 
is up to date at all times. Full in house graphics design services and specialised data integration expertise 
enables Qsys to deliver a complex fully connected web service that your clients will love. 

Qsys CX £995.00
Minimum system requirements: 
Qsys DX & Qsys eCommerce site

Qsys eCommerce services
Prices start at £1499 per website



QSYS INFINITY
Qsys Infinity (DX)
Fully Integrated Production Management & Sales Process Control + inline product labelling

Qsys Infinity DX (Qsys DX) is a package deal that incorporates all the basics needed by a nursery that grows 
to sell on. Sales are made either through its own retail outlet or through other small retailers and garden 
centres. Qsys DX offers production planning for those who wish to create a sensible annual growing plan 
along with the marketing tools to get those plants into your target retailers. It provides the means to label the 
products to suit your clients’ needs including bespoke layouts for every customer or simple “house” labels for 
those who just want prices & descriptions. The package includes some 14,000+ varieties of plants, shrubs 
and trees built into the standard plant library which you can use to plan your production and create product 
labels. As your business grows there is a simple upgrade path to make your system grow to a multiuser 
system. 

DX Single User Starter Edition £2995
 > Everything you need to take your business further, faster

DX Single User Starter Edition with Accounts From £3995
 > (Qsys Infinity with “Integrated accounting” option or with Sage Connected Services)

Optional upgrades
 >     Qsys Infinity CX (Cloud services/Web Site Integration)
 >     Qsys Infinity AX (Air Connect - mobile data services for Android Nursery Assist etc.)
 >     Qsys Infinity RX (Retail - Point of sale terminals/Tills etc)

Training
Includes free* in house training for up to 3 pre nominated persons
On Site Training options are available.

Support
Annual support & upgrade subscription included in the first 12 months. Annual contracts start at £800 per yr. 
Optional hardware/infrastructure support may be added.

*Subject to fair use policy and to be agreed and arranged in advance.

Competetive Finance Packages Available
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INFINITY PRO
Qsys Infinity DX pro
End to End Fully Integrated Production Management & Sales Process Control.

Qsys Infinity DX pro (Qsys DX Pro) is the full multiuser package deal that incorporates all the basics needed 
by a commercial grower. It offers extended production planning options that can adapt to the planning 
methods required for your specialised needs. It provides the means to label the products to suit your clients’ 
needs, including bespoke layouts for every customer or simple “house” labels for those who just want prices 
& descriptions. In addition we include “complex labelling solutions” to make best use of print press hardware 
like the New Primera GP3000 Print Press or large format laser printer solutions. The package includes some 
14,000+ varieties of plants, shrubs and trees built into the standard plant library which you can use to plan 
your production and create product labels, or we can adopt your existing data source and work with you to 
incorporate your existing assets. 

Qsys DX pro From £1995 per user (20 user pack)
 >     Licence Volume Discounts
 >     5 Users: £19,950 | 10 Users: £29,950 | 20 Users: £39,900

Optional upgrades
 >     DX pro Final Accounts From £1995 per user
 >     DX pro Sage Link From £995
 >     Qsys Infinity CX (Cloud services/Web Site Integration)
 >     Qsys Infinity AX (Air Connect - mobile data services for Android Nursery Assist etc.)
 >     Qsys Infinity RX (Retail - Point of sale terminals/Tills etc)

Training
Includes free* in house training for up to 3 pre nominated persons
On Site Training options are available.

Support
Annual support & upgrade subscription included in the first 12 months. Annual contracts start at £2000 per yr. 
Optional hardware/infrastructure support may be added.

*Subject to fair use policy and to be agreed and arranged in advance.

Upto 3 Years Interest Free Finance



RETAIL CONNECT
Qsys Infinity RX
Retail Management Services ideal for garden centres, cafe and general retail use.

Qsys Infinity RX (Qsys RX) Includes Epos hardware with customer loyalty programs and other integrated 
sales processes. Fully automatic stock control with departmental sales analysis, footfall analysis, website 
integration options, purchase order processing, instore labelling and product marketing. Optional integration 
with Android Que Busting service, Self-Checkout service, stock taking and goods inward services. 

Epos
 >     1 - 25 terminals per store
 >     From £1395/terminal (price being hardware dependent) E9 Titan Sam4S
 >     Card Processing Terminal integration (Payment Sense) from £295/integrated terminal

Requirements
 >     Requires Microsoft Server (2008 STD or above)
 >     Requires Minimum 1 x Qsys DX user licence per store (£2995)
 >     For full vat accounting requires 1 x Qsys DX with accounts

Options
 >     Qsys Air Connect (AX) Server

 >         Optional integrated Android Mobile services
 >         Various services from stock taking through to Que busting and self-checkout (POA per service)

 >     Qsys Cloud Connect (CX)
 >         Optional integrated online marketing & sales services
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RX TRADE
Qsys Infinity RX Anywhere
Trade counter sales service ideal for Nurseries wanting to provide a Cash & Carry service 
or to service Landscapers etc. 

The service will connect back to your desktop computer or office server via the internet. Share stock 
availability by location and by batch to maintain traceability. Easily save an order on one machine and pick 
it up on another machine. RX Anywhere links with Qsys Android Shop & Scan services allowing your clients 
to roam the nursery scanning goods as they place them into their cart/trolley. Both RX Anywhere and Qsys 
Shop & Scan can communicate with your office desktop or server utilising either Nursery Wide WiFi or mobile 
broadband service. For the first time you can have a Trade Counter literally wherever you have some sort of 
Internet access.

Trade Counter
 >  Any number of Trade Counter units can be used
 >  From £799 per licence – Runs on any PC with any monitor – no special hardware required
 >  Card processing options available
 >  Provides centralised invoicing (Desktop PC/Office Server controlled)
 >  Print delivery/Collection notes on any simple Printer
 >  Email documents to your clients

Requirements
 >      Qsys DX or DXpro back office with stock control etc
 >  AX Air connect sever running on either your desktop or server

Options
 >      Extend your Trade Counter service onto the web offering Click & Collect services.



TAG X-PRESS
Qsys TX Advanced Labelling Publisher
Product Tag & Labelling Solution for your demanding retailers (from £995 per connection)
Price is qualified on the number of computers & number of connections to TX server

The supply of plants into multiple retailers and buying groups is becoming more demanding, so where 
standard simple Tag & Label printing simply is not enough, Qsys Tag & Label Press (Qsys TX) addresses the 
more demanding needs of your clients. 

On demand
Customised labels with client logos and bespoke icons relative to the product along with special offers are 
no longer out of your reach. Qsys TX offers advanced printer queue management along with multiple printer 
support.  Label requests are advanced to a “Printed” zone and not deleted thus re-printing product tags is a 
breeze. The Queue manager also permits inline corrections such as quantity required and “Price”, barcode 
and description adjustments, without the need to refer to the original order. In a larger press production 
environment, this level of control is ideal. 

Specialist Printers
Specialist printers such as the Primera GP3000 require fully prepared images to be submitted to the Primera 
Tag Press Manager, a task which Qsys TX performs seamlessly. Qsys TX allows the management of multiple 
GP3000 units or various combinations of colour label printers and GP3000 Tag Press Units. In addition, there 
are options for utilising hi speed laser printers and other processes to achieve the goals set by your clients.
Label requests can be sent to Qsys TX directly from Qsys DX Sales Order Processing modules, from Qsys 
Plant Library and from Qsys Finished Stock. Specialised point of sale support such as posters and banners 
can also be generated using Qsys TX Press. 
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WORKFLOW OVERVIEW
Plan - Grow - Market - Sell - Account

QSYS INFINITY

The following pages will take you through a brief tour of some of the 
typical tasks undertaken on a daily basis by a commercial grower and 
how Qsys Infinity processes those tasks; see Index below.

Please check out our website for new videos that can help visualise 
how Qsys deals with day to day operations.

The small icons included in each paragraph indicate which buying 
options include the benefits being described.

Production
Features 
Estimating
Forecasting
Purchasing

Order Processing
Dispatch Scheduling
Pick List Management
Direct Product Labelling
Advanced Labelling
Qsys Air Connect - Retail Trolley
Invoicing & Delivery Notes
EPOS (Electronic Point Of Sale)

Product Availability
Nursery Assist
Website & Online Sales
Excel Spreadsheets
PDF& Print
Email Marketing

Accounts
Sales
Purchase
VAT
Banking



Qsys Infinity is a fully integrated set of software 
modules for both Desktop PC and Android Mobile 
devices that will address all types of commercial 
growing needs. From primary propagation through 
to finished product sales, Qsys Infinity addresses 
all stages of production with easy to follow process 
control stages aided by data collection on Android 
Mobile. Qsys Infinity will ease tiresome spreadsheet 
entries and contribute towards your day-to-day 
decision making by helping you see clearly and 
concisely where you are at every stage. Due to the 
modular nature of the software, it is possible to select 
just those parts of the software that are applicable 
to your needs, thus keeping training and investment 
focussed on your needs and not the needs of the 
software.

Qsys Infinity puts you in control of your business from either a selling point of view or a buying point of view. 
At any time you can see who owes you money and who you owe money to. Integrated credit control is a 
distant dream for those who use unconnected solutions, but with Qsys Infinity you can ensure your clients 
are served well and you remain in control of credit lines.

PRODUCTION
Main Features

 > Comprehensive Process Planning
 > Integrates With Hand Held Device To Create Process 

Planning Or Update Availability
 > Create Publishable Availability Or Looking Good List For 

Marketing Purposes
 > Direct Potting Up From Seedling/Cuttings
 > Batch Management
 > Track Propagation Dates & Generate Projected Potting & 

Availability
 > Generates Real Cost Of Propagation With Labour & 

Material Cost
 > Easy To View ‘Growing’, ‘Ready To Pot’ And ‘Saleable 

Now’ Status
 > Easy To View ‘Already Allocated Stocks’
 > Easy Source Control With FRM Or DEFRA Regulations
 > Tracks Material Source
 > Produces Labels For Propagation Trays & Location
 > Multi-Nursery, Multi-Location Management
 > Easily Track Locations
 > Fast Repeat Data Entry For Multi-Batch Production
 > Direct Integration With Potting Up Process
 > Allows Virtual Locations For Contract Growing Or 

Purchasing
 > Multi-User

WHAT IS QSYS INFINITY?
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PRODUCTION
Estimating

One of the key tasks and the most time consuming part of the year can be producing production estimates 
and tracking volumes of pots on the nursery and creating work plans such that you are in fact able to 
physically pot and deal with the volumes you require to meet your sales revenue targets. Simply deciding 
on what pot sizes to sell of any given plant variety can be daunting enough, but providing a comprehensive 
overview of your production needs can be all consuming and lead to poor cash flow and loss of sales if you 
get it wrong.

Qsys Infinity will address these issues and more: Friendly, easy to use wizards will guide you through your 
planning process so that you can quickly build an overview of what you will need and when you will need it.

Here in our tour we show a simple one 
stage growing-on process calculating 
the week you need to buy in a cutting 
or seedling for direct potting to achieve 
your target of saleable finished product 
by week 8. Approx. 782 plants are 
needed to reach your target of 720 
saleable potted plants at a yield of 92%. 
Any number of stages & yields and time 
lines can be defined, depending on 
your production methods. This is just a 
simple one stage example. If we want 
to begin selling this size of product at 
week 8 and it will take 14 weeks at that 
time of year, then we need to purchase 
and pot by week 46 in the previous 
year. All you do is select the week & 
the number of weeks to grow, then 
week 46 is calculated automatically by 
the wizard.

Below we have a simple at a glance view of any number of planned production runs for the selected species. 
Here we have both 9cm and 13cm pots planned as saleable in week 8 and week 11 respectively.



Here we see an overview of some estimates. From this view we begin to see clearly the volumes of cuttings 
or seedlings we will need for each finished product, summarised by species.

The above can easily be filtered by chosen supplier to provide a purchase order to your cutting or liner 
supplier along with your required delivery weeks. Along the top line you will see the total number of plants 
to be potted up in any given week. Thus you can at a glance see where the bottleneck will occur and make 
subtle changes to your planning to avoid such issues as best you can. As you have no need to let your 
supplier know what size pottings or batches you will be creating, you can easily squash down the plan to its 
bare minimum of plant numbers required, as shown below, where on the left, 16 = 2016 and week numbers 
run across the top of the grid.

For a nursery commitment view we can squash or summarise the data further to any shape or size you might 
need, such as pot size analysis or nursery space analysis etc. Any of these analysis views can be achieved 
here.

All views can be printed out or saved as spreadsheets to create working schedules etc. Of course similar 
grids can be printed to show planned saleable product by week number.
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PRODUCTION
Forecasting

Qsys cannot forecast the weather. However, using Qsys Infinity, you can at least maintain overall control of 
your anticipated availability. No matter if you are a one process or a multiple process grower, there is nothing 
better than having at least a forecast of when things should happen. Thus, in a complex growing cycle where 
you may need to take cuttings, propagate, repot and finish, those timelines can be set in the wizards during 
the estimating process, and then used to create appropriate forecast worksheets throughout the year.

Just as easily we can show when cuttings are due, plugging up & potting dates - all from your original 
estimates. Of course, labelling at each stage is built into the process, so if simple generic labels are required 
at the potting stage, then right-click over the product or selected product and it will do the trick.

The simple view above shows a snapshot of planned saleable finished product for weeks 8 through 14, 
broken down by pot size and variety.



Qsys Infinity will create a purchase 
order for you by using the production 
estimates you have highlighted. 
A simple right click of the mouse, 
and a wizard will guide you through 
the process. For each item in your 
estimate, Qsys Infinity can also 
manage the required delivery dates 
for each and every line within the 
purchase order that it creates.

PRODUCTION
Purchasing

Having estimated your production requirements, wouldn't it be nice to connect your estimates to a purchasing 
process? Qsys Infinity does exactly that, making life so much simpler than ever before, by removing the need 
to enter up another spreadsheet for your supplier, or any other document.

Each line, although the same item, 
gets a different due goods inward 
date to coincide with the planned 
potting week.

And as everything is connected, 
naturally the labels required for 
the potting up process are created 
at the same time as the purchase 
order and can be printed at any time 
to suit your needs.
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PRODUCT AVAILABILITY
Nursery Assist

Collecting data about your stock from around the nursery has become an affordable affair thanks to Android 
(Google). Left to Microsoft, such devices to collect data would still cost almost £2000. From the sublime to the 
ridiculous - there are Android devices now available from £45 (though not waterproof or ruggedized or with a 
scanner) through to sensible IP65 rated solutions from around £500 upwards.

Simple, fast and efficient Android Apps provide the means to quickly generate lists of products ready for sale 
recording the state, quality, quantity & time line of availability if you so need. At its very bare bones - scan - 
available - flowering are typically the type of data any simple nursery may need to record. This type of data 
capture can easily amount to 4 batches of product per minute (if not more), Location of the finished product 
is automatically recorded using GPS technology.

If there is no data connection to the office via Wi-Fi or 4/3/2G or GPRS then the data can be captured as a 
batch and downloaded back at the office. "Update Cloud Server" does the job.



PRODUCT AVAILABILITY 
Website & Online Sales

An essential part of any modern commercial growing enterprise is efficiency - not just in the production of the 
product but in the means to deliver the product to the intended marketplace. A fully connected web service 
is therefore not only essential but if done incorrectly will stifle the business and allow others to steal market 
share. Not only should you be able to quickly, efficiently and accurately update your website availability list, 
it should be the case that your clients can quickly & efficiently place their order requirements, safe in the 
knowledge that they will get what they order.

The above view lends itself well to iPad users (the new buyers amongst us) whilst a standard list method will 
endear itself to the traditional buyers who know what they want by name alone.

Qsys Infinity Web Service is designed around the simple need of a professional gardener rather than a retail 
browser.
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PRODUCT AVAILABILITY 
Excel Spreadsheets

Qsys Infinity will convert your product availability 
data to Excel Spreadsheets to facilitate the sending 
of Availability Lists to your client. The spreadsheets 
are constructed appropriately so that once returned 
by your client, they can be imported directly into Qsys 
Infinity Invoicing, Qsys Labelling & Qsys Dispatch 
Scheduler.

From the scans or data entry made via Qsys Infinity 
for Android (Nursery Assist), Qsys Infinity will 
prepare and sort your finished product into suitable 
order and presentation. Once you are happy with 
the list, any suitable output can be created, including 
synchronisation with your Qsys Infinity Website.

In Excel, the AV List looks identical to the proposed 
list (see image to the right). Also, even at this point 
you can select or de-select any line from the proposed 
list so that you create exactly what you need in your 
Excel spreadsheet.

Pdf & Print

Qsys acknowledges that there are many clients you 
who may still want your AV list in printed document 
format or maybe as a PDF.

From the “Availability Scans” option you can clearly 
see some of the output options available. You may 
choose the data you need from the list and send 
it as a PDF or simply print it out for faxing the old 
fashioned way. 

Email Marketing

Getting your sales pitch over to your customers is 
vitally important. Quickly and efficiently, with the least 
amount of hassle is, of course, desirable. Qsys Infinity 
provides direct marketing services in the form of a 
traditional CRM or Customer Relations Module. The 
ability to simply categorise your client base will help 
you target your availability lists to the right people 
and at the right prices. A drop down in the “Business 
Group Filter” will ensure the clients you want to 
select are added to the correct email run. Clients can 
of course sit in any or all of the business groups you 
create, and you can select more than one group at a 
time. Duplicates are automatically disposed of during 
the selection process so it does not matter if your 
client appears in multiple groups. 



ORDER PROCESSING
Dispatch Scheduling

Once things get busy in the nursery, the last thing you need is to worry about which order goes out when. But 
in handling such important service, it is important to be correct, fast and intuitive. From the image below you 
get a quick overview of a busy nursery with multiple vehicles or carriers clearly defined. The Scheduler works 
just like Outlook so most users will already be familiar with the drag-and-drop facilities common to Outlook. 
Qsys Infinity Scheduler is available in desktop format but can also be made available as a standalone service 
for wall mounted larger screens which offers employee wide viewing.

The scheduling process could not be easier - simply drag the order you wish to schedule from the list on the 
left onto the vehicle you wish to use for the dispatch.

Take a look at the video on our website to see it in action
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By dragging the RHS order onto the first vehicle we see the connection being made between the order and 
the scheduler. From now on the order is connected to the schedule.

The advantages of seeing an overview of each day’s 
commitments are simple and clear for everyone to use 
and understand. There are additional tools connected to 
the Scheduler to help streamline your picking and dispatch 
process, should you need to.

Each order can be managed from the point of view of keeping 
a track on its status though to finalising the invoice with 
picking adjustments. Right-clicking over any scheduled order 
will connect you to services relative to the order.



ORDER PROCESSING
Pick List Management Features

Qsys Infinity offers many ways to organise your 
picking routines as we recognise that each nursery 
has different needs and priorities. One approach is to 
use the Scheduler as the organising tool. Each order 
can be colour coded to indicate the preferred picking 
group. On the left of the Scheduler we see the orders 
for the day arranged in colour code order, so that we 
can identify which orders belong to which picking 
group. A bulk picking list can be created so that many 
orders are picked simultaneously, ensuring the best 
use of human resources.

Traditional picking lists per order can also be prepared 
and presented in the way you wish - sometimes 
keeping it simple is best!

ORDER PROCESSING
Direct Product Labelling

Qsys Infinity provides various levels of bespoke labelling for pots, trays, trees and other products. Whether 
you require simple waterproof mono pot labels to provide a name and description of a plant, or full colour 
labels with bench end posters & promotional material, Qsys Label Connect will deliver it all. Each finished 
product can have a label type defined so that even if you sell a mixture of perennials and shrubs, you can 
confidently print everything you need for an order from one button.

What about the re-print nightmare?

We know that some labelling solutions on the market are limited in performance, particularly if you just need a 
re-print of one or two labels due to damage or loss. Qsys Infinity will preview the labels you are about to print, 
but here is the nice bit, every label is treated as a page so if you need “label number 13” again then you print 
only page 13 , just like you would in Word or Excel. Qsys Label Connect does not stop there. If you need a 
range of labels and quantities then that is just as easily achieved, as you would select page numbers to print 
in a Word document. There are other more sophisticated re-print methods available which handle changes in 
orders lines and order quantities.

Just highlight the label you wish to re-print and you are good to go. 
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Pot or tie labels - up to you

Not happy with the layout?
Qsys Infinity allows you full access to the design surface so you may adapt or adjust the labels just the way 
you want them.



ORDER PROCESSING
Labelling

Creating labels has always been "a bit of a faff" . Qsys Infinity is very different from the competition, no exporting, no 
messing about with third party programs and drivers. On-demand labelling is now a key feature throughout Qsys Infinity 
and what's more, you can choose the point at which the labelling process suits your business. For example you may 
need tray labels or bench end labels to enable fast identification of a crop at any point in the production cycle. The labels 
you require could be created from the estimate process, or from the purchase order process, or at the point of receipt 
into the nursery potting zone.

Here we are only talking about the production stages but rest assured you can label product for your customers prior 
to dispatch complete with their own bar codes, logos and prices if you so wish. The Qsys Infinity labelling suite can be 
as simple or as complex as you need it to be - of course everything has its price but to survive in today's "Added Value" 
marketplace, keeping ahead of your competition with custom labelling solutions may be a better road to sales than 
selling your products on price alone.

A) Example Of Inline Process Labelling
1) Select The Estimates & Right Click

B) Example Of Adhoc Labelling
1) Select

3) Set Price & Quantity

2) Add Selected

4) Choose Label Style

5) Job Done

2) Job Done
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ADVANCED LABELLING
Qsys Infinity Tag & Label Press

The supply of plants into multiple retailers and buying groups is becoming more demanding so where standard 
simple Tag & Label printing simply is not enough, Qsys Tag & Label Press (Qsys TX) addresses the more 
demanding needs of your clients. 

Specialist printers such as the Primera GP3000 
require fully prepared images to be submitted to 
the Primera Tag Press Manager, a task which 
Qsys TX performs seamlessly. Qsys TX allows the 
management of multiple GP3000 units or various 
combinations of colour label printers and GP3000 
Tag Press Units. In addition, there are options for 
utilising hi speed laser printers and other processes 
to achieve the goals set by your clients.
Label requests can be sent to Qsys TX directly from 
Qsys DX Sales Order Processing modules, from 
Qsys Plant Library and from Qsys Finished Stock. 
Specialised point of sale support such as posters 
and banners can also be generated using Qsys TX 
Press. 

On demand, customised labels with client logos and 
bespoke icons relative to the product along with 
special offers are no longer out of your reach. Qsys 
TX offers advanced printer queue management 
along with multiple printer support.  Label requests 
are advanced to a “Printed” zone and not deleted 
thus re-printing product tags is a breeze. The Queue 
manager also permits in line corrections such as 
qty required and “Price”, barcode and description 
adjustments without the need to refer to the original 
order. In a larger press production environment, this 
level of control is ideal. 



ORDER PROCESSING
Invoicing & Delivery Notes

Invoicing should be simple, fast, intuitive and efficient. Qsys “connects” all things to all points as required, 
thereby eliminating duplicate tasks. From the product input through to printing or emailing the Invoice - Qsys 
Infinity is fast, simple, powerful...and does the task with an elegance and precision that matches or exceeds 
the best on the market (the best being solutions like SAP at 10 times the price of Qsys Infinity). As you can 
see on the screen below, there are options to print or email and other options to include statement of account, 
proof of delivery and other services. There is also provision for allocating lines to specific batches of product, 
enabling complete batch and product traceability. 

RETAIL ORDER PROCESSING
Epos (Electronic Point of Sale)

Many of our commercial growers operate a cash and carry service 
for Landscapers or a factory/nursery shop for the general public. 
A standard Sales Order Process is far too cumbersome to handle 
simple cash sales.

For this reason Qsys Infinity offers a till and cash processing system 
(EPOS) which also handles trade account sales plus various client 
services such as loyalty schemes and promotions.

Ideally suited for repetitive cash sales complete with barcode 
scanning, stock find and huge pre-set button facility for minor items 
like beverages or for bulk items like stone & gravel etc.

Qsys Infinity EPOS is great for garden centres, nurseries or even 
a café. Qsys Infinity even processes credit cards for your clients.

From within the invoice editor 
you can create the labels  
(pot/ties/posters etc). 

You may print variations of the 
document such as delivery notes, 
pick list, order confirmations 
or as a proforma invoice etc. 
Even a credit check is possible, 
because Qsys Infinity is always 
...connected. 
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Users simply scan items as they pick up items around the nursery. In this demo we shall use the “Batch 
Identity” of a plant or product so that any number of plants around the nursery can be sold at differing prices 
from differing locations if required. (Prices can be varied per batch reflecting the quality and size of a similar 
product).

QSYS AIR CONNECT - RETAIL TROLLEY
A Simple to use Tesco-style self-check-out service or Epos Que Buster

1 2 3

4 5 6

7 8 9

User simply presses the scan button on the 
screen (2)

The unit will look up the product and register 
it as in the user’s “Trolley” (3). To keep 
things simple, particularly when it comes to 
removing an item, multiple items are scanned 
repeatedly as you would in Tesco. Now let’s 
be honest, Tesco would have thought this 
through and in the interest of simplicity for 
simple or untrained users, this is the correct 
way to go.

So let’s imagine the user decided that the 
£490.00 item was outside the user’s pocket. 
The user is required to simply press the 
“Remove Item From Trolley” (4).

The user is now prompted to scan the item to 
be removed (5). This removes any onus on 
the user to navigate, select and delete. The 
same principle is adopted as per the Tesco 
model. Once the user scans the item that 
does exist in the trolley, the unit prompts the 
user to remove the item from their trolley (6).

So now the item is no longer on the unit (7).

If the user scans again and the item is not in 
the trolley the unit responds as follows (8).

The unit will still be waiting to remove an item 
until the user stops the service as directed 
(9).

The service is completed when the unit is 
used to scan a special prepared “Trolley 
Complete”. This will transfer the trolley to the 
specified label, epos or invoicing service.

Should we need to “Empty” or abandon the 
trolley completely then we can do this under 
Settings. Of course your day clients will not 
be able to do this as they won’t have access 
to this.



ACCOUNTS
Sales

Qsys Infinity provides all the required accounting 
analysis links directly from within the finished 
product (stock) module and the links are handled 
automatically ensuring that they will align themselves 
with your chosen primary stock groups like Bedding 
Plants, Climbers, Shrubs etc.

The image on the right provides an idea of the 
monthly income statement section of the P&L 
reporting tool. Sales analysis tools exist throughout 
the system, providing visual representations as well 
as grid based data.

Purchase

Qsys Infinity brings forward all the data from the 
Purchase Ledger, including the scans of the purchase 
invoices; thus, directly from the final accounts, your 
auditors can review your invoices without taking up 
any of your time. More usefully, when you see some 
costs in your final accounts that appear to be strange, 
drilling into the data will reveal the original document 
thus quickly aiding you in resolving your queries. 

Traditional Income Statements are also available.

VAT

Effortless reporting of your VAT liabilities to HMRC.

Banking

Fast simple multiple bank reconciliation services 
including credit cards and loan accounts. 
Comprehensive journal reporting functions with 
export to spreadsheet as standard.
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HARDWARE SOLUTIONS

Unlike many software solution suppliers, Qsys are also experts in IT 
infrastructure - both installation and maintenence. As an IT company, we 
support some very sizable enterprises from law firms to plant contract 
hire companies. We also currenty support 42 schools in our localised 
zone. With 22 years of service behind us, we know a thing or two about 
hardware.

The following pages introduce some of the quality hardware solutions 
we offer to complement the Qsys Infinity software.

AIR CONNECT CLOUD CONNECT CONNECT DX DX PRO RETAIL CONNECT
Mobile Data Services Web Service Integration Small Nurseries Commercial Growers Garden Centers & Retailers

RX TRADE
Trade Counter Anywhere

TAG X-PRESS
Product Tag & Labelling

AIR CONNECT CLOUD CONNECT CONNECT DX DX PRO RETAIL CONNECT
Mobile Data Services Web Service Integration Small Nurseries Commercial Growers Garden Centers & Retailers

RX TRADE
Trade Counter Anywhere

TAG X-PRESS
Product Tag & Labelling

AIR CONNECT CLOUD CONNECT CONNECT DX DX PRO RETAIL CONNECT
Mobile Data Services Web Service Integration Small Nurseries Commercial Growers Garden Centers & Retailers

RX TRADE
Trade Counter Anywhere

TAG X-PRESS
Product Tag & Labelling



FLEXIBLE COMMECIAL PRINTING

PRINTRONIX T2N

£649.00 | £489.00
300DPI  |  200DPI

Printer Width:  104mm
Printer Speed:  152mm/sec

The Printronix T2N is a mid-range industrial printer that has been designed 
to make in-house barcode printing an affordable option for everyone. This 
competitively priced barcode printer offers some great features that are 
not normally found in the mid-range price bracket, allowing it to outpreform 
its rivals on both price and performance.

This model offers triple connectivity and includes a built-in Ethernet NIC 
card, giving you connectivity choices to suit all requirements. Ideal as a 
high capacity printer, well suited for harsh environments, you will still be 
using this in 10 years, therefore costing £65 per year - not bad?

TSC TTP-384M

£1,599.00
Printer Width:  219.5mm (A4)
Printer Speed:  102mm/s @ 300dpi

The economically priced TSC TTP-384M industrial thermal label printer 
is an easy to operate option for anyone who needs to print wide format 
labels. This printer is ideal for creating highly durable tree & shrub ties 
and integrates directly with Qsys DX, DX pro and TX. Fast, excellent print 
quality, and very versatile, the TSC TTP-384M is a great choice of wide 
format pinter.

This wide format industrial label printer is fast, reliable, and tough enough 
for use in harsh environments.

PRIMERA LX2000e & LX1000e

£2,030 | £3,399
LX1000e  |  LX2000e

Printer Width:  209mm
Printer Speed:  152mm/sec

The Primera LX1000e/LX2000e are the newest and fastest additions to 
Primera’s range of pigment inkjet label printers, and it’s in a class of its 
own. Stunning high-resolution 4800x 1200 dpi, fast throughput and full-
colour print speeds, and large capactiy separate ink tanks make this a 
professional, economical and sensible buy for any business that prints 
labels in-house.

In this harsh and competitive environment, your clients will simply demand 
more and more from you as a grower. If you need to print full colour, 
bespoke labels for your customers and keep the cost of labels down to 
a sensible price then Qsys Infinity & Primera’s LX1000e/LX2000e are for 
you.
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HIGH SPEED COMMECIAL PRINTING

Print high-quality labels in-house and on-demand. Ensuring consistent results every time, the ColorWorks 
C7500 features Epson’s new PrecisionCore MicroTFP printhead with unique Nozzle Verification Technology 
(NVT) and dot substitution to ensure consistent prints and prevent dead pixels.

Quickly and easily produce a range of high-quality labels for food and beverage products, packaging and 
boxes, EU energy labels, GHS labels and more. With print speeds of up to 300mm/sec, you can now print 
labels in full colour at the same speed as some thermal monochrome printers, with no compromise on print 
quality.

Printing labels on-demand eliminates the costs associated with pre-printing labels, such as wastage and 
having to store a large label inventory. High-capacity, individual ink cartridges mean only the colour used 
needs to be replaced, helping reduce the cost per print, while the printhead is designed to last for the lifetime 
of the printer, so you should never need to buy a replacement.

Qsys offers unparalleled integration to this and many other printers through our inline label processor.

*Until Sept 30th - Trade In Your Old Printer & Get £500 Off. (Don’t Have One? - Talk To Us)

DESIGNED BY EPSON

DRIVEN BY QSYS

LOVED BY NURSERIES

TM-C7500
COLOUR LABEL PRINTER

£50
0

TRADE IN

OFF
ER

RRP £4500



Thermal Receipt Printer

2YR

NOW ONLY

£125.0O
+VAT

USB/Ethernet Interface

2YR

NOW ONLY

£199.0O
+VAT

USB/Serial Interface

Kitchen Printer
SRP-275 III COSG/COESG

SRP-275 III COSG
Serial/USB
£149.OO

SRP-275 III COESG
Serial/USB/Ethernet
£199.OO

 Compact Size and Clear Display.
 User  Friendly Design - No Power 

 Supply Required (USB only).
 Freely Adjustable Telescopic Pole 

 From 154mm to 529mm.
 Compatible with all major operating 

 systems including Android™, iOS™ & 
 Windows®.

BCD-2OOO AUG/DSG

CT-E351

Remote Pole Display

SLP-DX-22OG SLP-DX-42OG SPP-R21OiK
2” Direct Thermal Label Printer 4” Direct Thermal Label Printer 2” Thermal Mobile Printer 

BT/Serial/USB/iOS Compatible

2YR

FROM ONLY

£225.OO
+VAT

2YR

FROM ONLY

£179.OO
+VAT

• Faster Printing Speeds
 up to 8Omm/Second.
• Rubber Over Moulding.
• Operation 6 Hours.

• Print Speed of up to 
 152mm/Second.
• Serial & USB Interfaces   
 as Standard (Ethernet 
 & WLAN Option).

• Print Speed of up to 
 178mm/Second.
• Easy Paper Loading.
• Autocutter or 
 Peeler Options.

1YR

BLACK ONLY

£39.OO
+VAT

NEW LOWER PRICE

1YR

BLACK ONLY

£35.OO
+VAT

NEW LOWER PRICE

1YR

BLACK ONLY

49£ .OO
+VAT

NEW LOWER PRICE

INCLUDES
PSU

EXCLUDES
CABLE

2YR

NEW MODEL

£89.OO
+VAT BCD-2OOO AUG USB  £89.OO

•
•

•

•

•
• BCD-2OOO DSG Serial £99.OO

The 8Omm (3”) thermal printer 
offers customers a maximum 
print speed of 25Omm per second 
enables faster transactions and 
more effective queue management.

 Front Exit & Top Loading.
 Full or Partial Cut.
 Fast Printer Speed of 25Omm/Sec.
 2O3 DPI Print Resolution.
 Cash Drawer Connection.
 USB/Ethernet or USB/Serial 

 Connectivity.

•
•
•
•
•
•

• SDK’s For IOS, Android & Windows.

2YR
WARRANTY
INCLUDED

2 Years Warranty 
Including Thermal 
Print Head & Cutter.

 9-Pin Serial Dot Matrix Printer.
 Available as Triple Interface 

 (Serial, USB, Ethernet).
 Print speed, 5.1 LPS & Print 

 Resolution up to 144 DPI.
 Reliability up to 18 Million Lines.
 Print Speed, 5.1 LPS.
 Market Proven Quality Autocutter.

•
•

•

•
•
•
• Ergonomic Design for Counter 
 Space Saving.

Giant 1OO
Thermal Printer

Ellix 3O Thermal Printer

Giant 1OO
Serial/USB/Ethernet
£125.OO

Ellix 3O
Serial/USB/
Ethernet
£125.OO

Giant 1OO
Wi-Fi/USB
£149.OO

 3O% Smaller Than Standard Printer.
 Triple Interface Serial, USB and 

 Ethernet as Standard. Optional 
 Wifi Interface.
 High Print Speed at 22Omm/Sec.
 Up to 8Omm Wide Receipt.
 Wall Mount Option with Display Pivot.

•
•

•
•
•
• Support Variety of Barcodes 
 Including QR Codes.

 Energy Star Certified – Superior 
 Efficiency Reduces Energy Costs 
 and Carbon Footprint.
 Triple Interface Standard –

 Serial/USB/Ethernet.
 Cash Drawer Port.
 23Omm per Second Print Speed.

•

•

•
•
• Prints Mono or Two-Colour.

2YR219
FROM ONLY

£ .OO
+VAT

EC-41O
CASH

DRAWER

EC-335
CASH

DRAWER

FLIP TOP
CASH

DRAWER

1YR

FROM ONLY

£49.OO
+VAT

VI 85O SB UPS
• 2 x 13 Pin Sockets 
 & 1 x USB Port.
• Equipped With Boost 
 and Buck AVR to 
 Stabilize Output Voltage.

RETAIL PRINTING
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MK712O Orbit

1YR

FROM ONLY

£70.00
+VAT

1YR

FROM ONLY

£50.OO
+VAT

1YR

FROM ONLY

£99.OO
+VAT

1YR

FROM ONLY

£70.00
+VAT

Honeywell’s Orbit® series of scanners 
provide aggressive omnidirectional 
scanning in an award-winning design 
for retailers seeking an affordable, 
pleasing scanning solution.

Orbit, the all-time, best-selling 
hands-free omnidirectional scanner, 
presents an innovative, elegant and 
affordable solution for convenience 
retail applications where counter 
space is at a premium.

1YR

FROM ONLY

£155.OO
+VAT

SERIAL OR USB

Compatible to work with Sam4s, Casio, and 
Sharp Cash Registers RS232 only and any 
Touch Screen with USB interface.

TOUCH

S Y S T E M
SCREEN

 Fully automatic scanning operation.
 User-replaceable cables.
 Easy programming (MetroSet).*
 7 beeper tones.
 Programmable depth of field.
 Data editing (Bits 'n' Pieces).*
 Counter or wall mounted options.
 Power-save mode.
 OPOS driver (MetrOPOS).
 USB or Serial.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
• Ideal presentation scanner 
 for Retail or Convenience.

616A Serial/USB
 Serial & USB 

 comes with 
 both cables.
 Decoding rate 1OO 

 times per second.

•

•

• Includes hands
 free stand.

MS-5145 Eclipse
 Popular USB and 

 keyboard wedge 
 interfaces built in one unit.
 Remote control style button.
 Easy to program using Windows

 based utility or barcode menus.

•

•
•

• Comes with stand.

MS836 USB
 Durable design
 Quality 1D laser 

 at great price.
 Multiple scanning 

 modes

•
•

•

• 5 year no hassle 
 warranty.

The Orbit™ is an aggressive, omnidirectional 
presentation laser bar code scanner (USB/Serial).

1YR

FROM ONLY

£179.OO
+VAT

1YR

FROM ONLY

£179.OO
+VAT

1YR

FROM ONLY

99£ .OO
+VAT

MS-12O2 BT Voyager
Honeywell's Voyager 12O2g 
single-line laser scanner 
incorporates the freedom 
of Bluetooth wireless 
technology and offers a 
field-replaceable battery 
that can be quickly and 
easily exchanged.

 1O metre range from 
 the cradle.
 Cradle connects to PC 

 or EPOS terminal via 
 USB or RS232 Serial 
 interface cable.

•

•

• Long battery life and
    tool free battery 
 removal.

Honeywell’s Genesis 
758O, the world’s 
first presentation area
imaging scanner 
engineered to decode 

all standard 1D, PDF 
and 2D codes.
 1D, 2D and PDF reading.
 Reads mobile phone.
 Motion tolerance.
 Multi interface with

 auto cable detection.

•
•
•
•

• Image capture.

The Honeywell MS952O 
Voyager is clearly the 
most advanced auto 
triggered scanner on 
the market today.

 Both hand-held 
 and fixed projection.
 Bits 'n' Pieces™ 

 data editing.
    Flash ROM with 
 Meteor upgrade   
 utility.

•

•

• Supports commonly  
 used interfaces.

MK-758O GenesisMS-952O Voyager

• Convenience Stores & Supermarkets.

• Fashion Outlets, Boutiques.A P P R O V E D

Back In Stock Back In Stock
XL-2O21 Serial/USB
 Supports both omni 

 directional & 
 single-line scan.
 2O laser scan lines 

 in 5 directions.

•

•

• Up to 15OO scans 
 per second.

RETAIL SCANNING



 

TITAN 26O 

HK570E 2.24GHz PCAP Touch Screen

2.24GHz PCAP Touch Screen

 

 
J19OO CPU / 4GB RAM / 64GB SSD

N316O CPU / 2GB RAM / 64GB SSD

 

1YR

QUAD CORE
FANLESS CPU

Windows 10
loT

T O U C H
P A N E L

OPTIONS
•  
•  

1O" Second Display £ 125.OO

•  
15" Second Display £199.OO

•  
15" Second Display (Touch) £299.OO
Fingerprint Module £ 149.OO

T O U C H
P A N E L

QUAD CORE
FANLESS CPU

Windows 10
loT

TOUCH
SCREEN

3YR

Qsys RX Bundle

£1544+ VAT

New Model

• ntel Celeron N316O Quad Core. 
• 2.24 Ghz Fanless Processor.
• DDRIII 1 Slot 2GB Memory up to 8GB.
• SATA-III 2.5” 64GB SSD.
• Die-Cast Aluminium Base.
• Internal Power Adaptor.
• Tool-less Design Provides Easy  
 Installation & Maintenance.
• Vesa Wall or Pole Mountable.

I

Qsys RX Bundle

£1549+ VAT

Qsys RX Bundle includes Touch Screen Enabled Qsys RX (Retail Xpress) software + cash draw, printer, barcode scanner, 
keyboard & mouse, Windows 10 and 3 year warranty

Qsys RX Bundle includes Touch Screen Enabled Qsys RX (Retail Xpress) software + cash draw, printer, barcode scanner, 
keyboard & mouse, Windows 10 and 3 year warranty

RETAIL POS SOLUTIONS
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Titan 26O
15” Touch Screen POS15” Touch Screen POS 15” Touch Screen POS 15” Touch Screen POS 15” Touch Screen POS

 Qsys RX 260 £1495.OO
  

 Qsys RX S160 £1395.OO
  

Titan S16O

Projected 

•

•

•

•

 Intel Celeron M1O37U 1.8Ghz. 
 Dual Core Processor.
 15” TFT LED, LVDS 1O24 x 

 768 (XGA LCD) 
 Capacitive Touch Screen.
 DDRIII 2 Slots 2GB Memory 

 up to 16GB.
 SATA-II 2.5” 64GB SSD.

Titan S26O
•

•

•

•

 Intel Celeron N316O 2.24Ghz. 
 Quad Core Processor.
 15” TFT LED, LVDS 1O24 x 

 768 (XGA LCD) Projected 
 Capacitive Touch Screen.
 DDRIII 2 Slots 2GB Memory 

 up to 16GB.
 SATA-II 2.5” 64GB SSD.

•

•

•

•

 Intel Celeron N316O 2.24Ghz. 
 Quad Core Processor.
 15” TFT LED, LVDS 1O24 x 

 768 (XGA LCD) Projected 
 Capacitive Touch Screen.
 DDRIII 2 Slots 2GB Memory 

 up to 16GB.
 SATA-II 2.5” 64GB SSD.

 Qsys RX S260 £1495.OO
  

Titan S265V
•

•

•

•

 Intel Celeron N316O 2.24Ghz. 
 Quad Core Processor.
 15” TFT LED, LVDS 1O24 x 

 768 (XGA LCD) Projected 
 Capacitive Touch Screen.
 DDRIII 2 Slots 2GB Memory 

 up to 16GB.
 SATA-II 2.5” 64GB SSD.

 Qsys RX S265V £1549.OO
  

SPT-4856
•

•

•

•

 Intel Celeron N316O 2.24Ghz. 
 Quad Core Processor.
 15” TFT LED, LVDS 1O24 x 

 768 (XGA LCD) Projected 
 Capacitive Touch Screen.
 DDRIII 2 Slots 2GB Memory 

 up to 16GB.
 SATA-II 2.5” 64GB SSD.

 Qsys RX SPT £1495.OO
  

Free Upgrade from MK-41O Drawer to MK-41O Black & Stainless Steel Drawer.

SELECT YOUR BUNDLE EXTENSION OFFERS

OPTIONAL PERIPHERAL ADD-ONS

QSYS SAM4S EPOS TERMINAL OPTIONS

 Select One Additional Display
• 2-Line Customer Display (All Models) Add £55.OO
• 7" LCD Customer Display (SPT-4856) Add £85.OO
• 9.7" LCD Customer Display (26O/S16O/S26O/S265V) Add £115.OO
• 15" LCD Customer Display (26O/S16O/S26O) Add £175.OO

 Dallas & MSR Readers
• Dallas Only (Except SPT-4856) Add £3O.OO
• Slimline MSR (All Models) Add £3O.OO
• Dallas/MSR Combo (SPT-48OO/16O) Add £5O.OO

Bundle

Bundle

Bundle

Bundle

Bundle

S E R I E S S E R I E S S E R I E S

 Thermal Printer Variations
• Sam4s Giant 1OO Serial/USB/Ethernet Add £1O.OO
• Sam4s Ellix 3O III Serial/USB/Ethernet  Std
• Sam4s Ellix 4O II Serial LCD Display Add £25.OO
• Sam4s Ellix 4O Ethernet LCD Display Add £50.OO
• Citizen CT-E351 Serial  Add £10.OO
• Citizen CT-E351 Ethernet Add £1O.OO

 Cash Drawers
• MK-41O 12v or 24v Black  Std
• MK-41O 12v or 24v Black & Stainless Steel Finish Add FREE

 Kitchen Printer Add-ons
• Bixolon SRP-275 COSG Serial/USB Add £124.OO
• Bixolon SRP-275 COESG Serial/USB/Ethernet Add £137.OO 
 Label Printer Add-ons
• Bixolon SRP-77O II Add £164.OO
• Bixolon SLP DX-22OG Add £157.OO
• Bixolon SLP DX-42OG Add £18O.OO

 POS Software
• Qsys R X  Std
• Qsys Office, WP, Spread Sheet, PDF etc. Add FREE

  

TOUCH
SCREEN

RETAIL POS TERMINAL OPTS



GROW WITH NO LIMITS

QSYS INFINITY DX PRO
Production Management & Sales Processing For Commercial Growers
Full Multiuser Package Deal
Extended Production Planning
Marketing Tools
Simple & Customer-Specific Label Solutions
Built-In Standard Plant Library
Flexible & Modular To Fit Your Requirements

QSYS INFINITY DX
Fully Integrated Sales Process Control With Inline Product Labelling For Nurseries
Package Deal
Production Planning
Marketing Tools
Simple & Customer-Specific Label Solutions
Built-In Standard Plant Library
Simple Upgrade Path To DX PRO

QSYS RETAIL XPRESS
Retail Management Services Ideal For Garden Centres, Cafe & General Retail Use 
Epos Hardware
Customer Loyalty Programs
Integrated Sales Processes
Fully Automatic Stock Control
Departmental Sales Analysis
Footfall Analysis

QSYS TAG XPRESS
Product Tag & Labelling Solution For Your Demanding Retailers
The supply of plants into multiple retailers and buying groups is becoming more demanding so, where 
standard simple Tag & Label printing simply is not enough, Qsys Tag & Label Press (Qsys TX) addresses 
the ever more demanding needs of your clients. Label requests can be sent to Qsys TX directly from 
Qsys DX Sales Order Processing modules, from Qsys Plant Library and from Qsys Finished Stock. 
Specialised point of sale support such as posters and banners can also be generated using Qsys TX.

QSYS AIR CONNECT
Qsys Air Connect (Qsys AX) is 
a software service that provides 
secure remote connections to 
your localised data for mobile or 
remote devices such as an 
Android phone.

Website Integration Options
Purchase Order Processing
In-Store Labelling
Product Marketing
Optional Integration: Android Que Busting, Self-
Checkout, Stock Taking & Goods Inward  Services

Stock Control
Website Integration Options
Purchase Order Processing
Full Propagation Management Control
Optional Integrated Accounts or Sage Integration
Mobile Device Integration

Stock Control
Website Integration Options
Purchase Order Processing
Propagation Management
Optional Integrated Accounts or Sage Integration
Mobile Device Integration

WWW.QSYS.CO.UK     01939 233666INFINITY


